Notices

Project: 203005  Location: WYA-SR 199 8.85
Notice: Design-Build  Type: BRIDGE REPLACEMENT (1 BRIDGE)
Date: 5/26/2020
Let Date: Thursday, July 30, 2020

FOR IMPROVING WYA-199-8.85 IN WYANDOT COUNTY, OHIO, IN ACCORDANCE WITH PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS BY REPLACING THE EXISTING BRIDGE, APPROACH SLABS AND APPROACH PAVEMENT USING THE DESIGN BUILD PROCESS.

Project: 207026  Location: LIC-SR 16 23.68
Notice: Emergency  Type: MISCELLANEOUS
Date: 5/26/2020
Let Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020

Emergency Project - Bidding is not restricted. Standard bidding rules apply.

FOR IMPROVING VARIOUS SECTIONS IN THE CITY OF NEWARK, OF LICKING COUNTY, OHIO, IN ACCORDANCE WITH PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS BY RECONSTRUCTING THE CULVERT INLET BY DRIVING STEEL SHEETING AND PLACING ROCK CHANNEL PROTECTION AND TYPE D RIPRAP TO PROTECT THE ROADWAY AGAINST FUTURE FLOODING, INCLUDING ALL RELATED ITEMS OF WORK.

Project: 208006  Location: SAN-US 20-28.16 Sfty
Notice: Late  Type: INTERSECTION
Date: 5/15/2020
Let Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020

FOR IMPROVING A SECTION IN THE TOWNSHIP OF YORK, IN SANDUSKY COUNTY, OHIO, IN ACCORDANCE WITH PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS BY CONSTRUCTING LEFT TURN LANES, REPLACING TRAFFIC SIGNALS, AND PERFORMING ALL RELATED INTERSECTION WORK.

Project: 200341  Location: MOT-IR 75-10.44/10.78
Notice: Other  Type: BRIDGE REPAIR
Date: 4/30/2020
Let Date: Thursday, July 2, 2020

Major Project

FOR IMPROVING MOT-75-10.44 AND MOT-75-0.78 IN MONTGOMERY COUNTY, OHIO, IN ACCORDANCE WITH PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS BY RECONSTRUCTION OF BRIDGE NO. MOT-75-1044, BY REPLACING THE DECK ON AN EIGHT SPAN STEEL GIRDER BRIDGE, PARTIAL GIRDER REPLACEMENT OVER PIER 4, BEARING AND EXPANSION JOINT REPLACEMENT, SUBSTRUCTURE REHAB. AND OTHER BRIDGE REPAIRS, (SPANS: 116', 5 @ 120', 105', 111'; ROADWAY: WIDTH VARIES TOE/TOE OF PARAPETS), OVER THE GREAT MIAMI RIVER AND CARILLON BLVD. AND BY, RECONSTRUCTING BRIDGE NO. MOT-75-1078, BY REPLACING THE EXISTING DECK AND STEEL BEAMS, RECONSTRUCTING THE ABUTMENTS AND PERFORMING OTHER RELATED BRIDGE REPAIRS. WORK INCLUDES SIGNING, LIGHTING AND PAVEMENT REPLACEMENT.
The Ohio Department of Transportation will be hosting a Matchmaker event designed to provide DBE Certified Subcontractors and Subconsultants the chance to meet with the Prime Design-Build Teams short-listed for the upcoming I-75 Millcreek Expressway Phase 5B project. For more information, please visit the following site:

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/matchmaker-millcreek-expressway-phase-5-b-tickets-87805752369

FOR IMPROVING VARIOUS SECTIONS OF I-74 AND I-75 IN THE CITY OF CINCINNATI, HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO, IN ACCORDANCE WITH PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS BY FULL DEPTH PAVEMENT RECONSTRUCTION AND WIDENING, RAMP IMPROVEMENTS AND RELOCATIONS, BRIDGE REPAIRS AND BRIDGE RECONSTRUCTION, LIGHTING, DRAINAGE, AND RETAINING WALL CONSTRUCTION.

On October 24, 2019, ODOT issued a Request for Qualifications (RFQ) to solicit responses from interested entities in becoming the MCE Ph5B's Design-Build Team (DBT). See the following link for additional information:

http://www.dot.state.oh.us/Divisions/ConstructionMgt/design-build/Docs/I74-75MillCreekExpresswayPh5B_SOQ_InterestedOfferorsNotice.pdf

FOR IMPROVING VARIOUS SECTIONS OF I-74 AND I-75 IN THE CITY OF CINCINNATI, HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO, IN ACCORDANCE WITH PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS BY FULL DEPTH PAVEMENT RECONSTRUCTION AND WIDENING, RAMP IMPROVEMENTS AND RELOCATIONS, BRIDGE REPAIRS AND BRIDGE RECONSTRUCTION, LIGHTING, DRAINAGE, AND RETAINING WALL CONSTRUCTION.

ODOT is requesting Statement of Qualifications from interested Offerors for the Design-Build Project for the reconstruction of the Mill Creek Expressway Ph5B. SOQs will be due Nov 21, 2019.

Please see the following link, and enter the Project Number search criteria of 203000, for additional information.

http://contracts.dot.state.oh.us/home.do

Statement of Qualifications are due Nov 21, 2019 from interested Offerors.
SUM - IR 76/IR 77 - 08.42/09.77 - Major Reconstruction, Design-Build - Scheduled Let Date: 3/15/2021

The ODOT is anticipating the letting of a $150M DB project for the reconstruction of portions of the Akron Beltway in Summit County (PID 102329). The project will be awarded using a hybrid DB process following a Two-Step Technically-Responsive Low-Bid DB with ATCs & One-on-One Discussions. See the following link for more information: